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The Impact of Spinal Cord Injury

Severe spinal cord injury (SCI) has 
dramatic life-changing implications, 
usually manifested as paralysis below 
the level of the spinal injury. The full or 
partial loss of motor or sensory function 
in the lower extremities is known as 
paraplegia (from the Ionic Greek ‘half-
stricken’). The severity of SCI has been 
quantified by the American Spinal Injury 
Association, such that ASI Grade A 
represents the complete loss of sensory 
function and motor skills below the 
injury. This ranges to ASI Grade D, where 
more than half of the muscles below the 
level of injury can move against gravity. 

The rehabilitation of SCI patients is 
often difficult and challenging for both 
the patient and those around them. 
Patients with severe SCI often become 
reliant on wheelchairs for their mobility, 
resulting in a lack of active loading and/
or weight-bearing in the limbs, and 
this can lead to muscle wasting and 
chronic changes in the joints and their 
supporting structures. 

At the same time, neurobiological 
changes within the spinal cord 

below the level of injury can lead to 
the development of spasticity and 
hypertonia, conditions in which muscles 
contract uncontrollably, develop 
tightness and can remain shortened 
(a resistance to stretching), which 
affects movement. Over time, this can 
result in contractures, the permanent 
tightening and stiffness of muscles, 
tendons, ligaments, or skin, which can 
dramatically decrease their range of 
movement. Critically, hypertonia and 
contractures/decreased range of motion 
can dramatically impede the activities 
of daily life for patients. Even simple 
things like sitting up in bed to dress, 
transferring from the bed to wheelchair, 
wheelchair to toilet, or wheelchair to 
car, become difficult if, for example, the 
range of motion at the hip decreases.

Physiotherapy and stretching remain 
one of the foremost treatments to 
prevent and treat muscle contractures 
and spasticity. Therapeutic stretching 
is known to be effective at reducing 
contractures following cast-
immobilisation and is an essential 
component of flexibility training for 
healthy human subjects to improve 
movement range.

SPINAL CORD INJURY 
AND RECOVERY IN RATS: 
INFORMING HUMAN 
REHABILITATION

Professor David Magnuson, at the University of Louisville, Kentucky, 
describes himself as ‘a CPG guy’ and occasionally, more informally 
as ‘a rat guy!’ His work on the function of the central pattern 
generator (CPG) in the rat spinal cord following spinal cord injury, 
has produced both surprising and thought-provoking results. This 
research may ultimately challenge the established clinical beliefs 
and practices around the ways to best rehabilitate human patients 
with severe spinal cord injury.

The Importance of Central Pattern 
Generators

Professor David Magnuson at the 
University of Louisville, Kentucky, 
runs an active research laboratory 
with five PhD students, a technician 
and laboratory manager, and 
several bioengineering co-op 
students. Although originally 
trained in neuropharmacology and 
neurophysiology, Professor Magnuson 
became interested in spinal cord injury 
after becoming good friends with a 
colleague living with SCI. He has come 
to believe that the spinal cord ‘has 
incredible computing power.’ 

Over the years, Professor Magnuson has 
focussed his research on the circuitry 
of the spinal cord and specifically on 
central pattern generators (CPGs), 
which are small and autonomous 
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neural networks. CPGs create tightly-
coupled patterns of neural activity 
that control rhythmic and routine 
locomotor behaviours such as walking, 
swimming, chewing and breathing, 
without constant input from the 
higher brain centres. Although acting 
subconsciously from the brain, CPGs 
are constantly modulated by afferent 
stimuli (neural activity being sent to the 
central nervous system and brain) from 
sensory neurons in the tissues (e.g., skin, 
joints and muscles), which respond to 
changes in the immediate environment. 
Effectively, the brain instructs the spinal 
cord to ‘act’, and the Spinal Cord then 
initiates ‘how’ to implement the action 
via the CPGs.

Professor Magnuson works with rats 
because they have demonstrated a 
strong ability to recover well after SCI 
rehabilitation, in ways not typically 
seen in humans. It was noticed that 
even in rats with severe SCI – that is, 
less than 10% spared white matter 
(communication across the injury) 
– locomotor movements could be 
rapidly recovered. For the past decade, 
Professor Magnuson’s laboratory has 
worked to understand why this is the 
case.

In 2007–08, during experiments with rats 
with severe SCI, Professor Magnuson’s 
team were looking at the rats’ response 
to rehabilitation. When assessing 
the rats at 1-week post-SCI, they 
were placed on the ground and were 
observed to be effectively paraplegic 
and dragged their hindlimbs. However, 
the team were amazed to see that when 
the rats were placed in two inches of 
water (which provided 60% body weight 
support), they actively moved their 
hind limbs in a stepping motion. This 
‘instant movement’ had not required 
weeks of rehabilitation or retraining of 
the body. Professor Magnuson stated 
that ‘it absolutely blew my mind, and in 

the Magnuson laboratory changed how 
we viewed this period of retraining [for 
SCIs].’

The implications were clear. Even 
after severe SCI, the rats retained 
sufficient spinal cord circuitry to control 
movement, independently of the 
brain. The team tested a shallow water 
training strategy for rehabilitation, but 
although they noted rats were more 
active when group-trained in shallow 
water, the activity did not improve over-
ground stepping. This led the team to 
conclude that after SCI, the CPG was still 
working, although the rats did not have 
the ability for load-bearing and force 
(propulsion) generation. 

In further experiments, it was noted that 
if shallow water training was delayed 
until 9 weeks after SCI, untrained rats 
could not step as well as trained rats 
in shallow water, suggesting there is 
a ‘window of opportunity for the CPG’ 
after which the spinal cord’s plasticity 
(the ability of the spinal cord and brain 
to continuously change and adapt after 
environmental transition or injury) was 
reduced. The team still wants to know 
why this occurred. 

‘We are not currently maximising the function of existing tissue [remaining in the 
spinal cord] present after injury.’
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 Rat Rehabilitation Leads to Unexpected Outcomes

In further experiments to test activity-based rehabilitation after 
SCI, rats were placed in ‘wheelchairs’ (four-wheeled trolleys) 
which enabled the rats to pull themselves around the cage with 
their forelimbs but immobilised their hind limbs. They found 
that being in a wheelchair worsened recovery and created a 
number of new problems in the rats, including pressure sores 
and a loss in the range of movement due to contracture. These 
are common problems in people that are rarely seen in rats. In 
an attempt to counter this and mimic human therapy, the rats 
then underwent stretching therapy. Despite its almost universal 
use for all patients with spinal cord injuries, stretching has not 
been studied systematically in animals and not widely studied 
in human patients.

The stretching protocol had two unexpected and surprising 
outcomes. Contractures were not prevented by the therapy in 
rats, and most significantly, the therapy caused a decrease in 
locomotor function. It should be noted that this decrease was 
not caused by damage to the muscles. The mechanisms behind 
this phenomenon are now beginning to be understood through 
the recent research coming out of Professor Magnuson’s 
laboratory.

The team postulated that ‘maladaptive plasticity’ may, to 
some degree, explain their observations. Maladapted plasticity 
relates to adaptations or changes to the neural system in 
response to inappropriate afferent signals which result in 
detrimental outcomes. Professor Magnuson discovered 
that the stretching protocol in rats stimulated the pain 
receptors (nociceptors), sensory nerve endings that respond 
to potentially damaging stimuli (heat, pressure, and so on), 
creating the sensation of pain if the brain deems the threat as 
credible. Following SCI, stretching stimulated the nociceptors 
and, in the absence of brain regulation, appeared to enhance 
maladaptive sprouting and the impact of C-fibre activation on 
the CPG circuitry. 

To prove that it was the C-fibres that were disrupting 
locomotive function, the team injected capsaicin into 2-day old 

rats, which then grew up without the class of C-fibres that sense 
thermal and chemical pain. Following SCI and stretch therapy, 
these rats retained much more of their locomotor function. 
Interestingly, other researchers have also identified C-Fibres as 
playing a role in neuropathic pain syndromes that are common 
following SCIs. Maladaptive plasticity of the C-Fibre circuitry, 
in this case, resulted in the patient experiencing intense pain 
in response to innocuous stimuli such as a light touch, due to 
changes in their nerve activation threshold.

Implications for Human Recovery

In his unwavering belief in the ‘computational power’ of the 
spinal cord, Professor Magnuson’s research has led him to 
conclude that ‘we are not currently maximising the function 
of existing tissue [remaining in the spinal cord] present after 
injury.’ There are both positive and negative implications of 
this. 

The improvements seen in rat models suggest that there are 
great opportunities for rehabilitation and mobility, even in 
severe cases of SCI. However, the findings also challenge the 
legitimacy of current therapeutic stretching therapy and will 
require very early intervention (at 1-week post-SCI in rats), 
which will be a challenge for the treatment of human patients.

A crucial aspect to Professor Magnuson’s argument is that 
activity, particularly in the early stages post-injury (the ‘window 
of opportunity’) is a critical factor in maintaining CPG function 
(as shown by the shallow-water stepping experiment). 
Conversely, sustained inactivity, through the immobilisation of 
the limbs (demonstrated by the rat wheelchair) inhibited future 
locomotor function. Added to this, stretching therapy applied 
to combat the effects of immobilisation appear to worsen 
outcomes by enhancing maladaptive plasticity.

Professor Magnuson is clear to explain that, to date, ‘we 
don’t yet have the evidence that what is true in rats works in 
humans’. The application of the findings in a human model 
holds many practical and ethical challenges. Rats, for example, 
are active 2 to 4 days post-SCI, but humans clearly require 
much longer periods of recovery, limiting opportunities for the 
beneficial ‘immediate activity’ which appears to be so helpful 
in rat rehabilitation. The challenge in human treatment will be 
utilising and maintaining the unforeseen capabilities of the CPG 
in a clinically acceptable way. 

There are important potential avenues now to explore. 
Professor Magnuson believes that a greater understanding of 
the CPG circuitry will ultimately help to develop appropriate 
movement therapy that creates positive ‘adaptive’ plasticity 
during rehabilitation. Excitingly, it may even be possible to 
‘reset’ the CPG system to re-open the window of opportunity 
for retraining the CPG at a later, chronic stage of recovery, 
significantly opening up the potential for successful 
intervention. 
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Meet the researcher

Professor David Magnuson graduated with a PhD in 
Neuroscience in 1988 from the University of British Colombia. 
He then completed a postdoctoral research fellowship in 
pharmacology at University College, London between 1988–
1990, and a postdoctoral research fellowship in physiology 
at the University of Ottawa between 1990–1992. Between 
1992–1995, he was an Assistant Professor in the Department 
of Physiology, University of Manitoba, and then moved to 
his present position at the University of Louisville, Kentucky. 
Between 2000–2010 he was an Associate Professor in the 
Departments of Neurological Surgery, Anatomical Sciences 
and Neurobiology, before taking up his current position as 
Professor, holding an Endowed Chair in Neurological Surgery. 
Over the past years, Professor Magnuson’s research has focused 
on spinal cord circuitry, the central pattern generator for 
locomotion, activity-based rehabilitation and cardiovascular/
vascular function in rat models of spinal cord injury. He has 
published extensively in this field. 
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